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Abstract: Irene was the most destructive tropical cyclone (TC) of the 2011 Atlantic hurricane season
due to flooding from rainfall. This study used a Geographic Information System to identify TCs with
similar tracks and examine the spatial attributes of their rainfall patterns. Storm-total rainfall was
calculated from the Unified Precipitation Dataset for 11 post-1948 storms and statistics corresponding
to the top 10% of rainfall values left of track were computed. Irene-type tracks occur every 6.6 years.
Floyd (1999) produced the highest rainfall overall and was the closest analog to Irene, yet Irene
produced more rainfall in the northeastern U.S. where higher values of precipitable water existed.
Areas of high rainfall expanded as five TCs moved north due to synoptic-scale forcing during
extratropical transition. However, Irene and three other TCs did not exhibit this pattern. The amount
of moisture in the environment surrounding the TC, rather than storm speed or intensity, exhibited the
strongest correlations with rainfall totals and their spatial distribution. These results demonstrate
the high variability that exists in the production of rainfall among TCs experiencing similar steering
flow, and show that advection of moisture from the tropics is key to higher rainfall totals in
the mid-latitudes.
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1. Introduction

In addition to other hazards, tropical cyclones (TCs) can bring heavy rainfall as they track over
land. According to [1], about one quarter of TC-related deaths in the U.S. are due to drowning in
rainfall-induced floods, and floods from rainfall cause the most deaths on a per-TC basis in the United
States. Hurricane Irene was the most damaging TC of the 2011 Atlantic Basin hurricane season [2].
Although some damage and deaths resulted from high winds, several tornadoes, and storm surge,
Irene produced record-breaking rainfall across multiple locations in the mid-Atlantic and northeastern
states. In fact, 21 of 41 U.S. deaths were attributed to flooding from rainfall [2], which is much higher
than the 27% of deaths attributed to rainfall from all Atlantic TCs 1963–2012 [1]. The National Hurricane
Center (NHC) report [3] lists Bayboro, North Carolina as the U.S. location receiving the highest rainfall,
and also reports the “catastrophic inland flooding in New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Vermont” that
occurred as Irene tracked northward after the North Carolina landfall. Thus, relatively high rainfall
totals occurred over a large distance from the point of landfall. Analysis of storm-total rainfall by
hydrologists at The Weather Prediction Center (WPC) revealed that locations in eight states received
more than 254 mm of rainfall [4]. Analysis of flooding by [5] found that over the past 30 years, some of
the largest floods caused by TCs over the U.S. were associated with Irene.

Many TCs tracking over the northeastern U.S. have produced heavy rainfall that caused
flooding [5–9]. When passing through this region, TCs can become restructured from a warm-core
to a cold-core cyclone through the process of extratropical transition (ET) [8]. Interaction with strong
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cyclonic vorticity and westerly winds associated with a middle latitude trough causes an increase
in vertical wind shear and TC translational speed and vorticity as the TC moves into a baroclinic
environment. The relatively cool and dry air encircles the TC from the southwest to southeast which
helps to decrease precipitation in this section of the storm. However, isentropic uplift of the moist
tropical air mass ahead of the storm center enhances precipitation in the northeast quadrant as the wind
and rain fields expand [6,10–13]. TC interactions with frontal boundaries and troughs can lead to small
regions of heavy rainfall at large distances from the storm center [6]. Interaction with topography such
as that which occurs near the Appalachian Mountains in the U.S. can also enhance TC precipitation on
the windward side of the slope while restricting the spread of rainfall outward from the track on the
side of the storm where the wind circulation becomes downslope [14,15]. Despite their relatively fast
translational speeds when compared to TCs that are not transitioning into an extratropical cyclone,
200–300 mm of rain can fall from these transitioning systems in a 24-h period [11], which can lead to
flooding and associated damage to property and loss of life.

Accurately forecasting the amounts and locations of rainfall from TCs is a difficult task [16].
The track of a TC plays an important role in determining the distribution of rainfall that it produces [17].
Forecasters may use analogs to compare a current TC with past TCs of similar size, motion,
and synoptic-scale environmental conditions [18]. A rainfall climatology and persistence model
(R-CLIPER) was developed as a benchmark against which rainfall forecasts could be measured [19,20].
The R-CLIPER model incorporated data from rain gauges aggregated into 50 annular rings that
were 10 km wide. Only TCs that were hurricanes at landfall were included, and fitting of the mean
rain rates by time after landfall and distance from the storm track produced a symmetric rainfall
swath with amounts that decreased over time, and with the highest amounts being located at the
center of the storm. By accounting for vertical wind shear and topography in conjunction with
R-CLIPER, the Parametric Hurricane Rainfall Model [21] improved predictions of the amounts and
asymmetrical distribution of TC rainfall. These studies indicate that TCs taking a similar trajectory to
Irene, which moved over the northeastern U.S. east of the Appalachian Mountains while undergoing
ET, will produce similar spatial patterns of rainfall. The current study examines the spatial patterns of
storm-total rainfall to test this assumption.

Many previous studies have demonstrated how vertical wind shear and storm motion contribute
to asymmetrical rainfall distributions from TCs [21–29]. Fewer studies have incorporated atmospheric
moisture to explain variations in storm size or rainfall totals. Through modeling studies, [30,31] showed
that increased moisture outside of the TC environment lead to a larger storm size. Observational
analyses by Jiang et al. [32] and Matyas and Cartaya. [33], who each examined two TCs taking similar
tracks in the same year, showed that increased moisture was related to higher rainfall rates as the TCs
moved over land. Moisture is a key predictor of the extent of rainfall on the western sides of hurricanes
making landfall in the U.S. [34]. It is well-known that the majority of moisture in a TC’s water budget
originates from outside of a TC’s circulation rather than from evaporation directly underneath the
storm [35–37]. Therefore, this study will explore the amount and spatial patterns of moisture in the
environment surrounding each TC and the relationship with the amount and spatial distribution of
rainfall totals.

According to census estimates from 2013, nearly 20 million people live in the metropolitan
statistical area covering New York-Newark-Jersey City, and another six million live in
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington [38]. The fact that these and other large populations live in the
paths of TCs like Irene justifies an exploration into the conditions that influence the rainfall that they
produce. Therefore, this study determines how frequently TCs move in a similar manner over the
region, and examines their rainfall patterns to determine whether similarities exist in the amounts and
spatial distribution. A Geographic Information System (GIS) is employed to identify such TCs and
characterize their spatial patterns of rainfall. The amounts and locations of the top 10% of rainfall totals
left of the storm track are examined in terms of their distance from the storm track as well as latitude
through the calculation of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients to determine how frequently higher
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rainfall amounts occur near to the storm track and closer to the point of landfall as suggested by the
R-CLIPER model. Comparisons of these values indicate that Hurricane Floyd (1999) is the closest
analog of Irene, producing a similar spatial distribution of rainfall. They also demonstrate the range of
rainfall patterns that can occur from these TCs. Correlation analyses demonstrate the importance of
atmospheric moisture for the amount of rainfall and its distance from the storm track. Finally, a map
is created that indicates the highest rainfall totals and the TC that produced that rainfall. This study
identifies areas receiving high rainfall from TCs that are undergoing an ET over the northeastern U.S.,
which may aid long-term planning for TC-associated risks.

2. Experiments

The first task was to identify TCs that are analogs for the track of Irene over the U.S. Latitude
and longitude coordinates from the six-hourly positions of Irene and all TCs spanning 1851–2016
were obtained from HURDAT2 [39]. These coordinates and entered into a GIS and positions located
30–50◦ N were converted into lines representing each storm’s track. The line representing Irene’s track
was buffered by 200 km to select tracks that were (a) near the U.S. coastline and (b) a similar distance
from the Appalachian Mountains to control for the effects of topography on rainfall enhancement.
The buffered track of Irene (Figure 1) was used to clip the tracks of the other TCs, and new attributes
of track length and orientation were calculated for 347 tracks within the buffered region. From these,
24 TCs were identified as having a track segment of at least 1150 km within the buffer with north
to northeast orientation. These TCs also make landfall over or pass within 100 km east of North
Carolina, and make landfall in New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, or Massachusetts. These TCs
represent the best track analogs for Irene as it affected the U.S. Having a similar track implies that
the TCs encountered similar steering currents provided by the Bermuda-Azores High and timing of
interactions with middle-latitude troughs. The latitude and longitude of landfall, intensity at the time
of landfall, time until the storm dissipated or completed an extratropical transition, and the coordinates
needed to calculate storm trajectory through the study region were also taken from HURDAT2.
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Irene. The western and southern extent of the rainfall study region is denoted with a hatched line.
Years associated with each name are included in Table 1.
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Table 1. Maximum sustained wind speed when TC made landfall, storm translational speed upon
entering and exiting the study region, number of hours from entrance until completing an extratropical
transition, and the number of hours from entrance until dissipating for TCs that did not complete
an ET.

Tropical
Cyclone

Max.Winds
Landfall (ms−1)

Entrance
Speed (ms−1)

Exit Speed
(ms−1)

Time Enter
Until ET (h)

Time Enter
Until Dis. (h)

Irene 2011 39 6.7 16.5 36 -
Hanna 2008 31 12.2 18.5 23 -
Floyd 1999 46 8.8 10.9 30 -
Bertha 1996 46 7.5 14.6 40 -

Bob 1991 51 9.8 10.4 38 -
Gloria 1985 46 12.0 15.5 18 -
Belle 1976 49 11.5 8.8 - 23
Doria 1971 28 10.4 12.5 30 -

Unnamed 1961 18 8.8 31.1 - 31
Donna 1960 46 6.2 20.1 25 -
Carol 1954 44 17.8 13.9 25 -

The next step was to determine storm-total rainfall amounts. Daily rainfall totals were obtained
from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–Climate Prediction Center (NCEP-CPC)
Unified Precipitation Dataset (UPD) [40]. These interpolated and gridded data are available at a
0.25◦ latitude × 0.25◦ longitude spatial resolution beginning in 1948. Two main advantages of utilizing
this dataset are (1) its complete spatial and temporal coverage over U.S. land areas beginning in 1948
and (2) that a uniform interpolation method, quality control checks, and error corrections were applied
to the entire dataset. The two main limitations of this dataset are that (1) rainfall totals are averaged
over grid cells approximating 770 km2 so that values are underestimated, particularly for regions
receiving high rainfall amounts [6] and (2) data are only available over land areas so that rainfall
occurring offshore cannot be analyzed. This limits the ability to investigate rainfall produced on
the right side of the storm’s track. Previous studies have used this dataset to examine rainfall from
TCs [6,41], supporting its use in the current study. The fact that strong winds near the TC’s center
causes undercatch in rain gauges leading to lower rainfall totals should also be noted [42–44]. Details as
to the construction of the dataset are available online (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/
data.unified.html). Ten of the 24 similar TC tracks occurred post-1948, permitting the rainfall analysis
of 11 TCs. Visual comparisons of the UPD-derived estimates from this study with storm-total rainfall
maps available since 1956 from the WPC revealed that the spatial patterns were in good agreement
with those derived in the current study.

The region for rainfall analysis was defined by the U.S. border to the north and coastline to the
east, and extended south to 33.75◦ N and west to 82.1◦ W (Figure 1). There are 1477 grid cells in this
region within the UPD. Storm-total rainfall for the 11 TCs was calculated utilizing the cell statistics tool
in ArcGIS. When considering the top 10% of rainfall totals produced by each TC, the outermost regions
of rainfall belonging to each TC were defined using the method outlined in [45] where 12.5 mm values
of daily rainfall were contoured and converted to polygons. Polygons whose centroids were located
within 550 km of the storm track were retained and used to define the grid cells containing rainfall
that was produced by a TC. Daily rainfall totals were summed for these grid cells beginning on the
day that was at least 24 h prior to the storm’s first landfall or point of closest approach to the North
Carolina coastline and ending at least 24 h after the circulation center exited the U.S. This means that
some of the precipitation received could be from the extratropical cyclone after the TC has transitioned.
The storm-total rainfall raster was then converted into a point feature class and transformed into an
equidistant cylindrical projection to preserve distance. The latitude and longitude of each grid point
was added to the attribute table for each storm. The distance and angle of each grid cell from the
closest location along the storm track was calculated utilizing the near function. The highest 10%
of rainfall totals for each storm that were left of the storm track and south of 45◦ N were analyzed

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.unified.html
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further to facilitate comparisons of the regions where the highest rainfall occurred. Measures of central
tendency and dispersion were calculated and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were computed
to explore associations between the locations and amounts of high rainfall totals and distance to
track. Additionally, the highest rainfall accumulating at each cell in the study region, and the storm
producing it, were also determined to complete the climatological investigation of rainfall associated
with this type of storm track. To create these maps, all rainfall was considered regardless of its distance
from the storm track.

As storm translational speed influences the total amount of rainfall that a location can receive,
speed is calculated at the time the TC enters and exits the study region. Spearman’s correlation
coefficients are calculated between the spatial pattern and amount of rainfall produced by each TC
and the translational speed of the storm as it entered and exited the study region. An examination of
the synoptic-scale environment around the storm helps determine the features responsible for storm
motion. For all TCs forming after 1948, the average daily anomalies of the geopotential height of
500 hPa pressure for each TC on the day of landfall were obtained from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
project [46], and the values for all 11 TCs were averaged together. The distance between the TC and
middle-latitude circulation features as well as the strength of the middle-latitude features influence TC
structure and hence its rainfall production [47].

The amount of moisture available in the environment surrounding a TC has important
implications for rainfall production. Daily average total precipitable water (TPW) values were obtained
from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis project for the day of and prior to landfall. A GIS was utilized
to determine the highest value in each 2.5◦ latitude × 2.5◦ longitude grid cell over the 2-day period.
These values were then contoured every 5 mm. First, the highest TPW value with a closed polygon
in the study region was recorded. Then, as all TCs had closed TPW values of 45 mm, this contour
line was evaluated further. The width of the 45 mm contour of TPW was measured zonally across
the latitude of the landfall point. The height of the 45 mm contour was measured meridionally
from its northernmost to southernmost point. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were also
calculated to reveal relationships between rainfall amounts and their distance from the storm track,
TPW measurements, storm intensity, and translational velocity. It is important to note that Spearman’s
correlations examine the monotonic relationship between two variables and that this relationship does
not have to be linear to yield a statistically significant result. Given the relatively small sample size of
11 storms in these calculations, coefficient values had to be highly positive or negative to reach a 95%
confidence level.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characteristics of Track Trajectories

During 1851–2016, 24 TCs had tracks through the study region with a trajectory similar to
Irene (Figure 1), meaning that this type of track has a recurrence interval of approximately 6.6 years.
Four (three) such TCs occurred in the 1860s (1900s and 1990s). The most common month of occurrence is
September, although one case occurred in May and another in November. A track density map reveals
that these storms took tracks different from the majority of TCs located just offshore of North Carolina.
From this region, TCs tend to move northeast and stay offshore rather than moving north-northeast
and making additional U.S. landfalls as occurred during Irene (Figure 2). An examination of the
500 hPa geopotential height anomalies reveals the positions of the features responsible for steering
Irene and other similar TCs since 1948 (Figure 3). The presence of positive anomalies east of the storm
track indicates the position of a blocking ridge, while negative anomalies northwest of the storm track
indicate and upper-level trough positioned to interact with the TC and aid in extratropical transition.
On the day prior to entering the study region, anomalously low geopotential heights associated with a
trough are located over the Midwestern U.S. while a ridge, indicated by higher than normal heights,
is positioned off the coast of Nova Scotia, Canada (Figure 3a). The anomalously low heights near
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Florida are associated with the TCs. The axis of the trough at 200 hPa is located approximately 10◦ west
of the TC centers. On the day of landfall (Figure 3b), the trough and TC are no longer distinct features
and the increasingly negative values indicate a deeper area of low pressure. The deepening of the
trough and northward heat and momentum transfer to the right of the TC center strengthen the warm
advection in the ridge, which also deepens. The phasing of the trough and TC are complete by the
day after landfall (Figure 3c). The baroclinic conditions associated with the trough restructure most
of the TCs into extratropical cyclones while accelerating motion [8,11]. However, the strengthening
ridge located in an anomalous position farther north and east (Figure 3b,c) forces the systems to move
north-northeast along the coastline of the U.S. rather than northeast and out to sea.
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TCs in the current study have translational speeds that exceed the averages of 5.2 and 6 ms−1 for
Atlantic Basin TCs as reported by [24,48]. The average translational speed of the 25 TCs (including Irene)
as they entered the study region was 10 ms−1, while it was 16 ms−1 upon exit (Table 1). These values
exceed the thresholds of 7.7, 8, and 10 ms−1 designated for fast-moving TCs from observational
studies in the Atlantic Basin by [49–51], respectively. Only three TCs had lower translational speeds
while exiting than upon entrance. A paired samples t-test showed that translational speed was
significantly different from the time the storms entered the study area until the time they exited
(t (25) = −4.581, p = 0.000). As previously mentioned, translational speed increases as TCs undergo
ET [8,11]. Sixteen of the TCs in the study became extratropical, with fourteen of these occurring after
1899. Although the 1900 storm was extratropical as it entered the study region, the average storm was
26 h from extratropical designation upon entering the study region, which is about mid-way through
the process according to the timeline established by [52]. As expected, the entrance speed was slower
for storms that were further from completing their ET as confirmed by a Spearman’s rank correlation
analysis (r = −0.651, n = 15, p = 0.009). Even though the TCs moved relatively quickly through the
study region on average, they did so at a range of speeds (Table 2). When TCs move quickly through
a region, rainfall totals should be lower than if a storm moves at a slower speed. The results of the
correlation analysis between storm speed and rainfall amounts will be discussed in Section 3.3.
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Figure 3. Mean daily anomalies of 500 hPa geopotential heights (mm) averaged across all 11 TCs
(tropical cyclones) on (a) the day prior to entering the study region; (b) the day entering the study
region; (c) the day after entering the study region for 11 TCs occurring post-1948. Tracks for pre-1948
TCs are included for discussion of formation points.

Before entering the study region, the 25 TCs came from points of origin spanning 70◦ of longitude.
Hurricane Donna (1960) formed in the central Atlantic and made landfall over both The Bahamas and
Florida before entering the study region (Figure 3). Five other TCs made landfall over The Bahamas,
including Irene. Research by [53] suggests this is the most common track for TCs eventually making
landfall over North Carolina. Six additional TCs in the current study formed west of and made
landfall over Florida. Of the remaining 13 TCs, nine formed east of 60◦ west longitude in the main
development region for the Atlantic Basin [54]. When examining year of formation, six of seven Florida
landfalls occurred during 1858–1907, while five of six landfalls over The Bahamas occurred during
1960–2011. This difference over time in storm trajectory prior to entering the study region is statistically
significant at the 95% confidence level as confirmed by a Mann−Whitney U test (p = 0.030). For all
25 TCs, significant correlations exist between year of formation and starting latitude and longitude
with more recent storms forming farther east (r = 0.702, p = 0.000) and at lower latitudes (r = −0.541,
p = 0.005). One explanation for this result is that since the mid-1960s, satellite images have helped in
the identification of the origins of TCs in the central and eastern Atlantic [55,56]. However, previous
research suggests that Atlantic Basin TC tracks do tend to cluster and shift over time [54,57–60] and
evidence exists for TC activity shifting more towards the eastern Atlantic overall [56,61]. The finding
that the point of origin for Irene-type TCs has shifted eastward and to lower latitude over time supports
this previous research.
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Table 2. Minimum, median, and maximum, values for storm total rainfall and distance to track for top
10% of rainfall totals left of track.

Tropical
Cyclone

Minimum
Rainfall (mm)

Median
Rainfall (mm)

Maximum
Rainfall (mm)

Median
Dist.Trk. (km)

Max. Dist.
Track (km)

Irene 2011 186 210 325 82 163
Hanna 2008 104 120 187 77 152
Floyd 1999 185 241 489 88 173
Bertha 1996 91 104 190 55 180

Bob 1991 106 141 211 91 215
Gloria 1985 126 151 223 146 228
Belle 1976 68 93 179 99 228
Doria 1971 100 134 225 71 215

Unnamed 1961 25 29 57 98 503
Donna 1960 141 153 198 103 214
Carol 1954 76 85 176 119 366

3.2. The Rainfall of Irene (2011)

When Irene entered the study region, it was 36 h from being declared a post-tropical cyclone
and was moving slower than most of the other TCs in the study (Table 1). Irene began to experience
changes to its structure due to ET as early as August 26, when the NHC reported that its wind field
had broadened. Forecast discussions over the next two days [62] detailed an increase in translational
speed, southwesterly vertical wind shear, and dry air entrainment. Irene made landfall as a Category 1
hurricane at Cape Lookout, North Carolina on August 27 at 1200 UTC. Landfalls at 0935 UTC near
Atlantic City, NJ and at 1300 UTC near Coney Island, NY occurred on August 28 while Irene was a
tropical storm. In the current study, daily rainfall was summed over 26–30 August.

According to the UPD analysis (Figure 4), the maximum value for storm total rainfall was 325 mm
(12.8 in.) located near Washington NC, approximately 35 km (one UPD grid cell) from Bayboro where
the maximum rainfall amount of 393 mm (15.74 in.) occurred according to the NHC. A comparison
with totals greater than 150 mm contained in the NHC report [3] showed that the UPD tended
to underestimate storm total rainfall by 50–75 mm, but the locations of the higher amounts were
consistent. Underestimation of rainfall by this interpolated and gridded dataset is expected and has
been documented for TCs by Atallah et al. [6], yet these results suggest that the locations of the highest
rainfall totals should be comparable across storms.

Rainfall totals exceeding 254 (125) mm in the UPD analysis occurred over approximately 2%
(18%) of the study region. The top 10% of rainfall totals had a median value of 210 mm with a range
of 139 mm (Table 2). The highest rainfall amounts occurred near the location of the North Carolina
landfall (Figure 4), leading to a statistically significant negative correlation between latitude and
rainfall totals (Table 3). However, nine states including Vermont and Massachusetts had at least one
location receiving rainfall in the top 10% of highest values. Thus, high rainfall totals were not strictly
confined to the region around the storm center at the time of landfall.
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The next step was to measure the distance between the storm track and location of the center of
each grid cell to better gauge the extent of areas that were affected by this storm. According to [45] the
average TC making landfall along the East Coast produces rainfall totaling 12.5 mm or more out to
222 km on the left side of the storm track. The current study finds that Irene produced 12.5 mm or
more of rainfall over regions 250 km left of the storm track near the point of landfall, expanding up to
330 km as the storm tracked north. For high rainfall totals in Irene, the median (maximum) distance
between high rainfall location and the nearest point along the storm track was 79 (163) km (Table 2).
The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient calculated between the amount of rainfall and distance
from the storm track indicates that the higher of the top 10% of rainfall totals occurred closer to the
track than the lower of the top 10% values (Table 2). The correlation coefficient value that is close to
zero for the analysis between distance of high rainfall from track and latitude (Table 3) indicates that
the regions within Irene’s rain field producing high rain rates were neither expanding nor contracting
as Irene tracked northward, which is contrary to the expanding trend of the edge of the rainfall swath.
To further explore the orientation of the high rainfall points, an ellipse was constructed in the GIS
that encompassed the top 10% values. The direction of its main axis was parallel to the storm track,
confirming that high rain rates were neither expanding nor contracting.

Table 3. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for the top 10% of rainfall totals left of track for each
storm between rainfall total, distance from the storm track, and latitude.

Tropical Cyclone Rain vs. Distance Rain vs. Latitude Distance vs. Latitude

Irene 2011 −0.21 * −0.43 ** −0.15
Hanna 2008 0.12 0.03 0.05
Floyd 1999 −0.46 ** −0.62 ** 0.26 **
Bertha 1996 −0.08 −0.24 ** 0.25 **

Bob 1991 −0.39 ** 0.17 * −0.04
Gloria 1985 0.11 −0.23 ** 0.38 **
Belle 1976 −0.49 ** −0.12 −0.27 **
Doria 1971 −0.37 ** −0.12 −0.03

Unnamed 1961 −0.10 0.15 0.35 **
Donna 1960 −0.03 −0.00 0.08
Carol 1954 −0.25 ** −0.55 ** 0.40 **

** significant at α = 0.01; * significant at α = 0.05.
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3.3. Rainfall Distribution of Modern Storms

Hurricane Floyd (Figure 5) produced the highest rainfall amount when the entire volume in the
domain is considered, as well as the highest mean and maximum values when only the top 10% of
rainfall values left of track are considered (Table 2). Floyd also had the rainfall distribution most similar
to that of Irene. When comparing the amount of the top 10% of rainfall totals over the study area for
all storms, Floyd ranks first in terms of the median, maximum, and range of these high rainfall values,
while Irene ranks second (Table 2). Despite having a relatively fast translational speed averaging
10 ms−1 as it tracked over the study region, Floyd produced more than 300 mm of rainfall over an area
measuring approximately 26,082 km2. By comparison, the translational speed of Irene ranged from
6.7–16.5 ms−1 as it tracked over land and it produced >300 mm of rainfall over only approximately
3726 km2 of the study area. As with Irene, Floyd’s highest rainfall occurred near the location of its
North Carolina landfall. Floyd and Irene were similar when comparing the median and maximum
distance between the storm track and locations of the top 10% of rainfall totals on the left side of the
storm track; 10 km or less separated their values in these categories (Table 2).
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Figure 5. Storm total rainfall (mm) for Floyd (1999).

The synoptic-scale influences on the precipitation produced by Floyd have been well-documented
in the literature, including the position of the frontal boundary and location of highest rain rates
just west of this boundary [6,7,63–65]. When comparing precipitable water values obtained from the
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis [46] on the day of landfall for Irene and Floyd, a gradient in values ranging
from 63 through 44 to 21 mm left of track over North Carolina existed for Floyd (Figure 6a). In the
same locations, values for Irene only decreased from 67 through 51 to 33 mm (Figure 6b). The steeper
gradient for Floyd likely promoted stronger isentropic ascent of tropical moisture leading to the higher
rainfall totals produced by Floyd over North Carolina as compared to Irene. When inspecting the
rainfall totals near southeastern New York, southern Vermont, and western Massachusetts, it can be
seen that Irene produced higher amounts relative to Floyd by more than 50 mm. These are the areas
where extensive flooding occurred after Irene. Recent work by [5] shows that the flooding caused by
Irene in this region was 2–3 times larger than the 10-year peak flood. A comparison of precipitable
water values when both TCs were located near this area (Figure 6c,d) shows that values for Irene
exceeded 50 mm (Figure 6d) while those for Floyd approximated 40 mm. This finding supports
previous research showing that higher amounts of moisture in the environment surrounding a TC can
lead to a larger storm with more wide-spread rainfall [30–34,66].

The spatial distribution of the top 10% of rainfall totals varied among the eleven TCs. With a
median (maximum) distance to track of 77 (152) km, Hanna was similar to Irene for these metrics,
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but Hanna produced only half of the rainfall of Irene (Table 2). Gloria had the largest median distance
between high rainfall and track, while Bertha produced its highest rainfall totals much closer to the
track than the rest of the TCs. Carol and the unnamed storm of 1961 had large distances between the
storm track and high rainfall amounts, but these rainfall amounts were fairly low when compared
to those of other TCs. Thus, the notion that TCs following similar trajectories may produce similar
rainfall patterns is not supported by these observations.
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and (b) Irene, and the day after landfall for (c) Floyd and (d) Irene.

Not all TCs undergoing ET produce the same spatial patterns of rainfall, as indicated by the
difference in correlation coefficient values between rainfall totals, distance to track, and latitude
(Table 2). As discussed previously, Irene had a high negative correlation with latitude meaning that the
highest rainfall totals occurred in the southern part of the study region, and this relationship occurred
for Floyd, Bertha, Gloria, and Carol (Table 3). These higher rainfall totals in the southern part of the
study region could be due to a combination of increased available moisture in the more equatorward
portion of the study region and a slower trajectory so that rainfall occurred for a longer duration.
These cases support the inland decay component of the R-CLIPER model, which was developed using
only TCs of hurricane intensity. However, three of eight hurricanes did not follow the assumption of
a decay of highest rain rates after landfall, further demonstrating that even though these TCs were
experiencing similar dynamical conditions, they did not produce similar rainfall patterns on the left
side of the storm track. Therefore, this study rejects the hypothesis that all TCs following a track similar
to that of Irene will produce similar spatial patterns of rainfall.

Correlations between the distance from the track of the high rainfall totals, rather than the actual
amounts, and latitude provide a measure of rain field expansion or contraction as the TCs move with a
dominant northward component to their track. TCs that are transitioning into extratropical cyclones are
expected to exhibit an expansion in or dispersion of their rain fields [6,13,45], although the increase in
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translational speed during the process may lower the rainfall totals received as the storm moves inland.
Significant positive coefficients indicate expansion for Floyd, Bertha, Gloria, Unnamed, and Carol.
Contraction is indicated for Belle, a TC that did not become extratropical. However, Irene did not
produce high rainfall totals that expanded or contracted relative to the track’s location even though it
was at a similar stage in the ET process as Bertha and exhibited a similar increase in speed as it tracked
across the study region.

The amount and spatial distribution of moisture differs among the TCs and exhibits strong
relationships with rainfall production. Five TCs had closed regions of 55 mm of TPW, while four had
closed regions of only 45 mm of TPW (Table 4). The value of the highest closed region of TPW has
statistically significant relationships with the median and minimum rainfall values as a larger moisture
supply facilitates higher rain rates (Table 5). Higher regions of TPW also correspond to the top 10% of
rainfall values being located closer to the storm track. This occurs because the regions of highest TPW
are located mainly to the right of the storm track over water where rainfall totals are not available
in the UPD. Thus, the regions of highest TPW left of the track occur close to the storm track and do
not spread far westward. This explanation is supported by the finding that the zonal extent of the
45 mm TPW contour was also positively correlated with rainfall amounts, and negatively with the
distance of the maximum rainfall amount from the storm track. Thus, a larger zonal extent of 45 mm
TPW equated to higher rainfall amounts overall, with the highest rainfall values being located closer
to the storm track. In the case of Irene, the edge of the 55 mm TPW contour averaged 130 km from
the storm track on the left side, and 320 km on the right side. This ratio of approximately 25% of the
highest TPW region being left of the storm track occurred in all but three cases and is likely due to
the positioning of the TC relative to the middle latitude circulation features that are influencing storm
structure. Although it only displays the edge of the 45 mm contour, the general pattern of higher TPW
values extending farther over water than inland is visible in Figure 7.

Table 4. Data pertaining to moisture for each TC.

Tropical Cyclone Maximum Closed
Region TPW (mm)

Zonal Extent 45 mm
Contour (km)

Meridional Extent
45 mm Contour (km)

Irene 2011 55 765 5048
Hanna 2008 55 733 2890
Floyd 1999 55 668 4636
Bertha 1996 55 572 1757

Bob 1991 50 579 4855
Gloria 1985 50 595 4797
Belle 1976 45 290 1107
Doria 1971 45 511 2282

Unnamed 1961 45 437 1972
Donna 1960 55 482 2619
Carol 1954 45 442 2363

A large difference between TCs that produced higher and lower rainfall values was the meridional
extent of the 45 mm TPW contour (Table 4). Irene, Floyd, Bob, and Gloria had 45 mm TPW values
that were connected to the deep tropics, extending across Central America and into the Pacific Ocean
south of 5◦ N (Figure 7a). Thus, the meridional extent of 45 mm of TPW for these TCs exceeded
4600 km. In contrast, the remaining TCs had measurements less than 2900 km extending to a maximum
southern latitude of approximately 20◦ N. When examining zonal and meridional winds at 850 hPa,
stronger westerly flow is observed across Central America when the four TCs in Figure 7a are averaged
together on the day before entering the study region. Westerly winds exceed 5 ms−1 for these TCs
(Figure 8a), while the average in this region for the seven TCs in Figure 7b is only 1.5 ms−1 (Figure 8c).
Stronger southerly winds occur over Hispaniola in Figure 8b (3.6 ms−1) as opposed to Figure 8d
(1.2 ms−1). This strong westerly then southwesterly flow supports the advection of moisture from the
deep tropics into the TCs in Figure 7a. When TCs produce high amounts of precipitation, the moisture
lost must be replenished for high rates of rainfall production to continue. As air masses in the middle
latitudes tend to be less moist in general than those in the deep tropics, the connection to a source
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of tropical moisture is important to maintain rainfall production as TCs move through the middle
latitudes. This observational study supports the modeling work of Takakura et al. [67] who showed
water vapor and latent heat fluxes into Typhoon Man-yi via a moisture conveyor belt originating from
a latitude of 10◦ N as the storm center crossed 30◦ N. As expected, the four TCs with a connection to
moisture from the deep tropics produced higher rainfall totals on average (Figure 9a) when compared
to the 7 TCs that had a lesser meridional extent of 45 mm of TPW (Figure 9b). East of 78◦ W, the only
locations receiving more rainfall from storms in Figure 7b than those in Figure 7a are in Rhode Island
and southeastern Massachusetts.

Table 5. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for rainfall variables calculated for the top 10% of
rainfall totals left of track and variables related to the largest value of total precipitable water with a
closed contour, the zonal extent of the 45 mm closed polygon, the meridional extent of the 45 mm closed
polygon, entrance and exit speeds, landfall intensity, and the time between landfall and completing
extratropical transition.

Condition Maximum Rainfall Median Rainfall Minimum Rainfall Maximum Distance
to Track

Closed TPW 0.47 0.66 * 0.72 * −0.87 **
Zonal 45mm 0.69 * 0.70 * 0.79 ** −0.79 **

Meridional 45mm 0.64 * 0.74 ** 0.83 ** −0.42
Entrance Speed −0.35 −0.45 −0.41 0.34

Exit Speed −0.25 −0.06 −0.07 −0.09
Landfall Intensity 0.11 0.24 0.18 −0.08

Hours between Landfall and ET 0.17 0.04 0.04 −0.18

** significant at α = 0.01; * significant at α = 0.05.

These results collectively show that the role of moisture is an important consideration in the
amount of rainfall that a TC can produce. Trenberth and Fasullo [37] reported that TCs can import
environmental moisture into their circulations out to a radius four times their wind circulation.
In studies of TCs around the globe, previous researchers have found that TCs tend to be embedded
within TPW values greater than 40 mm [68–71]. When investigating the connection between TPW
and storm-total rainfall for Atlantic basin TCs, Hernández-Ayala and Matyas [72] found that the
highest amounts of storm-total rainfall occurred over Puerto Rico when TPW values exceeded 46 mm,
and Konrad and Perry [9] identified 51 mm as a key threshold for high TC rainfall totals over the
Carolinas. The results of the current study support this previous work while also highlighting the
importance of considering the spatial distribution of the moisture, particularly its meridional extent,
as TCs track through the middle latitudes.
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and (b) seven TCs that do not source their moisture from the deep tropics. Colors correspond to storm
tracks in Figure 1.
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Figure 8. Anomalies of zonal and meridional winds at 850 hPa on the day before TCs entered the
study region. (a) zonal winds averaged for TCs in Figure 7a, (b) meridional winds averaged for TCs in
Figure 7a, (c) zonal winds averaged for TCs in Figure 7b, and (d) meridional winds averaged for TCs
in Figure 7b.

It is important to note that only the amount and meridional and zonal measures of moisture
produced statistically significant correlations with rainfall amounts and distance from the storm track
at the 95% confidence level (Table 5). A faster-moving TC is likely to produce less rainfall over a given
point, and this negative relationship is evident in this study’s results, but the correlations are not strong
enough to be statistically significant. Correlation coefficients are higher between entrance speed and
rainfall amounts and distance to track than with exit speed, likely due to TCs producing higher rain
rates upon entering the study region. Intensity at landfall and the number of hours between the time
of landfall and time that a TC was declared extratropical exhibited weak correlations with rainfall.
These results again point to the importance of including moisture when predicting TC rainfall spatial
distribution and totals, as suggested by previous researchers.
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Figure 9. Mean rainfall produced by (a) four TCs with linkages to deep tropical moisture, and (b) seven
TCs that do not source their moisture from the deep tropics.

Given the high rainfall totals that produced flooding across North Carolina [5,73] and relatively
wide swath of >100 mm totals in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New York (Figure 5), it is not surprising
that Floyd produced the highest rainfall at one third of the 1477 grid cells (Figure 10a). Although Donna
produced the highest rainfall over 17% of the study region, these were mainly lower rainfall totals
under 100 mm located in West Virginia and central Pennsylvania (Figure 10b). Irene produced the
highest rainfall over 12% of the study region, including in many coastal locations where rainfall totals
exceeded 200 mm as well as eastern New York and Vermont. If the study region is reduced to the
765 grid cells receiving 100 mm or more of rainfall, then Floyd and Irene contribute 41% and 27%,
respectively. Overall, 14% of the study region has received at least 200 mm of rainfall from a TC with
an Irene-like track since 1948 (Figure 10b), and parts of eleven states are included in this area.
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These results should be taken into consideration when planning for TC-associated rainfall events
in the northeastern United States. Tropical cyclones have produced floods that exceed the 10-year
flood peak along much of the U.S. east of the Appalachian Mountains [5]. The current study found that
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the highest rainfall totals tend to occur on average 75–125 km away from the storm track on the left
side, with the farthest distances ranging 150–230 km from the track. Therefore, communities located
within 250 km west of the projected storm track should be prepared to receive high rainfall totals.
The amount of moisture available plays a large role in determining the maximum potential for
rainfall [66], and models predicting future climate conditions suggest that increased moisture will be
available to be converged into a TC to increase rain rates both near to and more than 200 km from the
storm center [74,75]. Thus, higher rainfall totals than produced by Irene or Floyd could be experienced
in the study region, prompting flooding and associated destruction to occur over a larger area.

4. Conclusions and Future Research

This study identified tropical cyclones that took similar tracks to that of Hurricane Irene (2011)
over the eastern U.S. and explored the spatial variability in their rainfall patterns. Storm motion and
point of formation were explored for 25 TCs from 1858–2016. The National Centers for Environmental
Prediction–Climate Prediction Center Unified Precipitation Dataset was analyzed within a GIS to
calculate storm-total rainfall for 11 TCs occurring post-1948. For all 11 TCs, the spatial attributes of the
top 10% of rainfall totals on the left side of the storm track were compared and the storm producing
the highest rainfall total at each of 1477 grid points over the study region was identified. Relationships
between rainfall amounts and their spatial distributions and moisture, storm speed, intensity, and time
until the completion of an ET were explored using Spearman’s Rank correlation coefficients.

TCs with tracks similar to Irene tend to occur every 6.6 years and move through the study
area at speeds that are higher than the average for Atlantic Basin TCs, with the majority of storms
transitioning into extratropical cyclones. Although their points of origin range from the Gulf of Mexico
to the far eastern Atlantic, a shift in location towards the east was detected over time. Irene produced
at least 300 mm of rainfall in North Carolina and relatively high rainfall amounts in several other
states as it tracked over the mid-Atlantic and northeastern U.S. Hurricane Floyd (1999) produced
the highest rainfall amounts overall and had the most similar spatial distribution of the top 10% of
rainfall totals to Irene. Floyd was identified as the best analog for Irene, yet the higher rainfall totals
produced farther north by Irene as compared to Floyd were likely due to higher values of precipitable
water. Overall, the amount of moisture available in the environment surrounding the TC, rather than
storm speed or intensity, exhibited the strongest relationships with rainfall totals and their spatial
distribution. This suggests that predictive models such as the Parametric Hurricane Rainfall Model
could be improved through the addition of a variable related to the amount and spatial distribution of
atmospheric moisture.

Although the eleven TCs took similar tracks as they experienced similar dynamic conditions,
large variability existed in the amounts of rainfall they produced and the spatial patterns of the highest
rainfall totals. Six TCs including Irene and Floyd had the highest rainfall totals located closer to the
track, and five TCs including Irene and Floyd had the highest rainfall near their point of landfall.
Five TCs including Floyd had high rain areas that expanded as the storm moved north, and this
pattern is expected for storms that transition into extratropical cyclones as shown by previous research.
Although the outer edge of Irene’s rainfall expanded, the highest rainfall amounts remained close to the
storm track. These results show that the inland decay function in the R-CLIPER model appropriately
predicts the spatial distribution of rainfall for some but not all of the hurricanes.

It is important to note that a main limitation of this study is the small sample size, which is
problematic for statistical analysis. However, the physical mechanisms that explain the differences in
rainfall patterns are supported by previous research so that they are unlikely to be occurring due to
random chance. In addition to increasing the sample size, future research should continue to explore
the mechanisms for the transport of moisture from remote locations into a TC’s circulation as this
has important implications for rainfall production. Reanalysis data with higher spatial resolution,
such as the North American Regional Reanalysis and Japanese 25 Year Reanalysis are available for a
shorter period of record but would allow a more in-depth study of the spatial dimensions of moisture
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advection into TC circulations. Research has shown that TCs are well-represented in these datasets,
particularly near and over land [76–78]. Additionally, radar-derived rain rates, which have a higher
spatial and temporal resolution, should be utilized to better identify rainfall events associated with
flooding as TCs move over the U.S.
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